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SUSANNA SAYS:
This church must develop a new plan, where they make it clear that it will truly be
noted as a Bible study, not a worship service when you come to visit. Most would think
it would be okay to announce it as anything except a small group meeting. Still, when
you first come to any church building, it can be scary for the new person, especially
when they are new in the faith and would be expected to add comments to make it
look like they know something. That would be uncomfortable for most church-building
attendees because most do not know where all Books in Scripture are located. There
must be clarity and consistency when sharing any detail on websites.
When I came to this church building, there were no clear indications of where to go; so,
I waited to follow people into the building. It was already confusing to think there was a
regular service; not having a clear way into the building did not help. If a new person
comes to your building, there should be greeters to welcome them into the church way.
It shall have to be viewed as coming into your home: Would there be a person at your
front door to greet the people who come into your housing detail? Yes, for you would
make sure they truly feel welcomed. This should be a given standard with your church.
You should always have at least one greeter willing to walk a person into the main
worship center. Or have an information center to assist those who are new to your
gathering. Plan for new people to attend your church building. Welcome them into your
level of gathering with a formal greeting.
Past this point: I was greeted fairly well. The people who attended this small group
were moving in unity. I would not be comfortable staying in that setting due to only
one plan: race. There were no minorities in that church gathering that day. You must
truly see it: You will lose people when you cater the church outlets just as only one
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race. Heaven will not be just one race. There will be some who will think there is an
issue with me, but with being biracial and married to a person of another race, I have a
firm way to speak with real experience. My husband has been to other churches that
only cater to his race, but he has also been in churches that would have a real mixture.
I will tell you this: Get other races into your church building. Get out of your comfort
zone and look for those who will add diversity to the field way. There are many hurting
people; it would seem odd that only one race is hurting. That can mean that you are
selective of your members. Train others in the church building on how to fish for souls
in the very field you have been given. Expand your borders. Look at the person needing
help, but don’t exclude any race in church settings.
Now, with the study detail: The leader had a way to attain training that would make
him have a good leading plan in the church way. He engaged the members well, but
one thing was noted within the Great King’s will, making it clear: The power of
discernment was not given in that church way, for the people gauged their interjection
based on human feelings instead of spiritual wisdom. The Great King did not permit me
to speak. There were movings of major planning ways that the people could not have a
way to see based on needing deeper seeing ways into the church study. You have to
see that you could take ten minutes to explain a fifty-minute study when you move in
drinking wisdom from the Great Way. God showed me His will in what would be needed
to shift their training details, but I cannot speak it in this detail. Many people work in
church buildings as local pastors, yet they drink how the congregation will reply to a
question to have the full study embraced. There is no need to come and control the
people. Truly, let them speak, but also take them past the human responses and into
the King’s food of deeper wisdom. Why leave a study with your own opinion stated?
Does the Great King have anything to say?
Here is the final point to speak on: As the study was coming to an ending, there were
unseen details made aware in my spirit. I saw and heard a very great angel. I saw him
with spiritual vision as he walked over from one corner to stand and wait behind me.
His height was twelve feet tall, as told to me in my spirit. I heard him walk over, but I
could not know the purpose of his being there with me. I heard him ask me why I was
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there. He said, “What are you doing here?” I did not respond. As I continued to look,
more details were revealed to me. The unseen changed in great movings, where you
could see demons filling up the room. It was as if a veil was over my eyes, and then it
was slowly being removed to show a dealing of unseen beings. There were many little
demons around the others sitting in this circle gathering. Demons were sitting on their
shoulders while some were walking in the room. Some people were burdened with
oppression. While this was taking way, the meeting room also grew spiritual vines that
would hurt people. These vines would represent gossip against others, words spoken
against people. The place was filled with demonic activity, but it would not be possible
to know this based on seeing with your moving of natural vision. I only saw one main
angel, and he came to speak with me. There were other angels present with the
grouping, but I was only given a way to see the level of spiritual warfare that they drink
in that building, in that room. Who will tell these church buildings that there is truly a
realm they cannot see? I will. I will go and share ways with the power of the Great
Way.

May Your Kingdom power reach the deepest bound person in this church way, Father.
Amen.
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